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Honda HHH36BXB ELT
Battery Hedge Trimmer 

        

   

Product price:  

153,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

Honda HHH36BXB ELT Battery Hedge Trimmer 

The Honda HHH36BXB ELT cordless hedgetrimmer is a powerful and versatile product, ideal for
maintaining medium to large hedges.
High-performance brushless motor
The Honda HHH36BXB ELT hedgetrimmer is powered by a high-performance brushless motor,
which ensures constant and reliable power.
Long and robust blade
The 650 mm long blade allows you to cut large hedges in a single pass. The blade is also robust
and durable, ensuring a long service life.
Adjustable tooth opening
The tine opening is adjustable from 12 to 30 mm, to adapt to any type of hedge.
High stroke frequency
The Honda HHH36BXB ELT stroke frequency of 3200 cuts per minute allows for precise and
clean cuts.

Weather resistance
Thanks to the IPX4 certification for weatherproofing, the Honda HHH36BXB ELT hedgetrimmer
can also be used in rainy conditions.
Lightweight
Weighing only 3.5 kg makes it easy to handle and transport.
Extended autonomy

Specifications Honda HHH36BXB ELT Battery:

Weight 3.5 kg
Blade length 650mm
Tooth opening 30mm
Stroke frequency [Cuts/minute] 3200
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Noise level 97 [DB(A)].
Vibration level 5 [M/S2]
Noise level 97 [DB(A)
Duration 2Ah batt (no load) 65 min
Duration 4Ah batt (no load) 130 min
Life 6Ah batt (no load) 195 min

The Honda HHH36BXB ELT hedgetrimmer is perfect for cutting laurel, privet, boxwood and other
hedge plants.
Thanks to the long and sturdy blade, you can cut large hedges in a single pass.
The adjustable tooth opening allows you to adapt the hedgetrimmer to any type of hedge.
The high stroke frequency allows you to achieve precise and clean cuts.
The light weight allows you to handle and transport the hedgetrimmer with ease.
Extended autonomy allows you to work without interruption.

Looking for a HONDA HHH36BXB ELT product with different technical characteristics? Here you
can find the area dedicated to hedge trimmers Honda and other specialized brands.

Images and technical data not binding.
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Product features:  

Engine: Brushless
Acoustic power: 97 dB(A)
Length (mm): 1080
Width (mm): 312
Height (mm): 259
Dry weight (Kg): 3,5
Blade length (cm): 650mm
Product type: Hedge trimmer
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